Student Survey Fall 2020
Course Attendance, Personal Technology, Lab Access and Social Tolerance
Due to a number of circumstances regarding health, safety and social distancing, we will be utilizing a variety of
options to make this a successful semester. Please indicate your position, preference and personal circumstances
regarding the questions below. All answers will be kept confidential.
Personal Technology
I am the proud owner of the following technology:
A computer capable of handling the following animation needs.
Camera & mic suitable for video conferencing
3D workflow - Maya, Z-brush, etc.
2D workflow - Toon Boom, Adobe Suite
Pc
Mac
None
Digital Drawing device:
Recommended Wacom tablet
Wacom Cintiq
Other ______________________
Storage Device
1TB or larger portable hard drive
1TB or larger external Hard Drive
Other ______________________
How would you rate your wi-fi connection in relation to the campus?
Exceptionally strong
Mostly dependable with occasional issues
Somewhat dependable with frequent disruptions
What's the point. . . Aaaargh
Preference for class attendance, working in the labs and social interaction:
Due to logistical circumstance I will be accessing my classes in the following mode. This semester I will be:
Living off-campus (more than 2 hours away) and working exclusively from the home.
Living on-campus (*or close proximity) and working exclusively from my dorm.
Living on-campus* and physically attending classes but most likely will NOT require access to the
lab for most my homework.
Living on-campus* and physical attending classes and WILL require regular access to the lab to
complete my homework.
Based on what you know about your personal work habits, your concerns about emotional & physical wellbeing, and your comfort-level with social interaction check whatever boxes apply to your circumstances.
Avoiding personal contact and social interaction whenever possible.
Self-motivated enough to complete work without regular interaction.
Personally feed off the interaction of fellow artists working in the labs.
Need regular accountability and social reinforcement to complete my assignments.
Never, EVER want to be left on my own. . . Please don't leave me.
Anything else I should know
about_____________________________________________________________________________

